Why Is Everyone Excited About the RANDUCT

The Rotomoulding Academy Non Destructive Ultrasonic Cure Test has amazing potential for rotomoulders to see and
understand how well their products have cured (cooked). Of course, that assumes that moulders already use postproduction test methods on their products and while in some areas of the world that is done every day, in other places
little or no testing is currently taking place. This could be a result of the additional costs, a low level of risk of product
failure or a lack of understanding of the importance of proper cure to the final properties of your parts.
In many areas of the world rotational moulding powder is provided to moulders already compounded. In other areas,
moulders process the polyethylene themselves from natural pellets into the powder they need to manufacture parts
and perhaps go on to add colour and other additives. Regardless of how you access material, the Rotomoulding
Academy believes it’s vitally important that you and your staff have a good understanding of the polyethylene material
properties that you use.

Effect of Temperature on Testing Moulded Parts

When the temperature of polyethylene is increased the molecules gain more mobility causing the polyethylene to
become more flexible. For this reason, properties are often dependent on the temperature under consideration.
Because of this temperature sensitivity, the testing of physical properties entails close temperature control. If
practicable, product testing should be carried out at a temperature similar to that of the product will experience in
service, although in some applications, elevated temperatures may be used to accelerate the effects.
Note that testing after the part is made is time dependant. Polyethylene will significantly continue to change after
moulding. To test parts for manufacturing, two sets should be pulled with the first set tested within a consistent
temperature (room temp reached) and environment and the second set should be tested 24 or 48 hours later (ideally
while kept in a constant environment – i.e. 20°C or 23°C ). Then a bias curve should be plotted between the two sets
of results so manufacturing can predict the final outcome but be able to respond within a reasonable time. Several
sets of data should be obtained to gain a statistical accurate bias curve and done on a regular basis to maintain that
curve. New bias curves should be built for changes in polymer type/manufacturer or significant process changes.

Effect of Powder properties

Moulders generally use polymer in a powder form. The powder properties can have an influence on the distribution
of polymer within the mould and influence the densification of the polymer during processing. The simplest material
tests to compare powder properties are the Dry Flow and Bulk Density test. A new ARMO world standard has been
adopted by the rotational moulding industry which now uses equipment with significantly tighter tolerances, which
enables accurate material comparisons between different suppliers of powder.

Effect of Moulding Conditions

All of the polymer’s final properties can be influenced by the moulding conditions employed during the rotational
moulding process. Varying processing conditions during heating and cooling and secondary sample environments will
result in varying properties of your moulded part. Processing conditions and secondary environments for the sample
should be kept as constant as possible with focus on maximum internal air temperature, rate of cooling, part thickness
and temperature of the secondary environment for parts (to allow for full crystallization). These should match typical
manufacturing conditions (i.e. cooling rate of parts placed in a box is slower than cooling rate of parts laid out on
production floor or even a jig process).

Low Temperature Impact Test

The most commonly used testing procedure is based on the ARM method which was developed specifically for
rotational moulded products. The impact strength of a polyethylene sample reflects the ability of the material to
absorb the energy of an impact. Absorbing impact energy is all about mobility of polymer molecules and molecule
segments, and this mobility is strongly influenced by the material’s temperature. Therefore, impact testing is
conducted at low temperatures (typically -40°C) in order to achieve meaningful results.
In rotational moulding, the parts are formed through sintering of powder, without any shear or pressure aiding the
fusion of the particles. The slow dissolution of air entrapped between the powder particles into the molten polymer
is an important part of the process. If the part is under cured, small pockets of air bubbles remain in the material.
These defects significantly reduce the impact strength of the material. Overcooking a part, on the other hand, can
cause degradation of the material on the inside surface which also leads to a severe reduction in impact strength.
When used for QA testing, as for example required for compliance with standards, low temperature impact is
performed as a pass/fail test at a set impact energy. Since the stress the sample is subjected to is highest on the surface
opposite the impact and both over and under curing mainly effect the inside surface, the impact test is carried out
with the inside surface facing down. Test results can be pass (indicating proper curing of the part), ductile failure
(usually indicating slight under curing) ductile is a good sign of good cure, but we need to always look at the numbers
and the tested sample before making any conclusion) or brittle failure (indicating significant under curing or
overcooking of the part). AS/NZS 4766 requires quality assurance impact testing at regular intervals to ensure
consistent proper cure of the parts. The low temperature impact strength quoted on material data sheets provides
information on the impact strength of parts that have been processed under optimum conditions. It is usually obtained
by impacting a large number of samples (about 20) at varying impact energies, following a defined procedure
(Bruceton Staircase Method). The results are then statistically evaluated. Impact strength cannot be determined by
impacting 2 or 3 samples.
Impact testing allows us to define the processing window of a material in a certain machine/mould context. Of course
impact testing is currently mainly used for PE. The RANDUCT will be useful for other polymers such as PP, PA and EVA
that are brittle at – 40°C or multilayer structures. NDT will be a plus for those materials! While those moulders who
regularly use impact testing have developed a deep understanding of its benefits, it does have its challenges:
• Requires part destruction or planning for test piece removal
• Only tells about the piece being testing, not necessarily the whole part
• Not accurate for very thick walled parts
• Requires a delay to complete cure for accuracy of results
• Equipment to test adds expense (although worth the investment)
• Time for testing can be difficult in a factory environment
In its first formal research project the Rotomoulding Academy will be carrying forward a project submitted by ARMA
to develop a new test method that could replace the ARM drop impact test, used by most of the moulding world.
ARMA has been pursuing a non-destructive test for cure that can be easily used in production for over a decade. ARMA
member Rapidspray took a piece of commercially available equipment (an equine ultrasound used by vets to look at
the bones of horses and cattle) and used it to look through the walls of their products to see if they could use the test
picture to prove cure.
This has become project of global proportions engaging the leaders
of the industry. Material supplier Total based in Belgium had
previously completed a project called TP-Picture® which assessed
bubble removal from the material at various temperatures using
microscopy which will be an integral part of the later project. Paul
Nugent has performed considerable research into how the size,
location and amount of bubbles in the part wall can be equated to
cure, on behalf of ARM .. work which is supported by the huge library
of images of cure that are now available. The Rotomoulding
Academy has identified and privately funded a group of the most
Leisa Donlan & Eric Mazier From Rotomoulding Academy experienced technical research partners in the world to complete

the project. Test parts were manufactured by Mark Kearns and his team at Queens University for testing using both
compounded and dry blended materials with a variety of cook times and PIAT. Examples of under cured, well cured
and over cured parts were included in the study.
To perform the ultrasonic testing, Rotomoulding Academy chose to work with Institut de Soudure Industrie, based
outside of Saint-Avold in France. Institut de Soudure Group makes use of all the skills, know-how and facilities which
it has available – in particular those of its Research and Development centre – to devise innovative solutions, which
industry will need tomorrow, and to develop them through to industrialisation and their full implementation by the
customer. The institute are recognised global experts in non-destructive testing for the aerospace industry, focussed
particularly on composites. At a meeting between Academy representatives and the institute in September 2018 it
became obvious that while several new test methods were discussed, ultrasound had the most potential to show
results and be easily used in everyday production facilities around the world.
The Institut used two different kinds of methods to investigate the potential for Rotomoulding. Single probe ultrasonic
testing (to measure the echo against the backwall of the sample) and FMC/TFM with phased array (to see bubbles in
the sample just below the probe). Test pieces were removed from the test parts using different sized samples and an
initial test proved the results shown by Australian moulder Rapidplas were possible to replicate by scientific ultrasonic
methods.

The conclusion of work at the institute noted that a good relationship between the ultrasonic echo & PIAT of different
kinds of samples could be observed and that a standard curve could be established for each kind of material eg
different PE’s or others and part thickness range.
While the initial testing was conducted with an expensive laboratory probe, the measure can be done with a single
system at a cost of €7,500 or less. The results screen of the probe provides definite values that mean the second stage
of the project to identify image recognition software for a pass/fail will not be necessary. The next stage of the project,
currently about to begin is for the same sample parts to be drop impact tested to compare results to proof of cure
achieved through ultrasonic tests. The final part of the project will be to perform microscopic analysis of the parts to
check bubble content and the microstructure and then correlate those results with the PIAT & ultrasonic signals by
Carla Martins at the University of Minho.

Can the RANDUCT tell us everything we need know about product quality?

Drop impact tells us something about the final cure of the product and can identify any possible problems with the
material itself eg brittle failure due to improper grind (which should be visible) or contamination (in extrusion pellets
go through a sieve with a magnet before feeding the hoper). Ultrasound can tell us even more about final cure but
not necessarily about any issues with the material that may increase the risk of failure such as powder grind or particle
distribution. While ultimately the test equipment package for ultrasound will be less than drop impact rig and freezer,
we still need to perform simple material tests in the plant that will help predict any future part quality issues. However,
it is now clear that ultrasonic testing methods are possible to prove the quality of finished rotomoulded parts of almost
any thickness, although different probes may be required for very thick parts. The test equipment is a comparatively

small investment of both time and money and easily achievable in everyday production. Any part can be quickly tested
at different positions giving better statistics about the consistency of a machine, Monday/Friday, Night/day and the
analysis can be fully automated. Finally, the cure quality will be recorded as well as the wall thickness, saving both an
additional post production test where required and the purchase of a separate piece of equipment. This could have
huge potential for increasing the use of testing in Rotomoulding plants around the world and bring Rotomoulding
away from “art” and closer to “science” responding to the expectations of clients and helping us to compete with
other types of plastic manufacturing who are looking for more security in final product quality.
The Rotomoulding Academy partners are justifiably proud to be championing the project and expect to be able to
publish a package for the global industry that will include details of the most appropriate equipment and a written test
method in the near future.

Test equipment is likely to cost less than E7,500

